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Dismissal Code from 
chart above

Time of Game

Age
<18

OS #

The completion of this Coach Dismissal Report removes the previous requirement to fill out a Special Incident Report for a Coach Dismissal.  Dismissals are managed by either 
Discipline by Review or Discipline by Hearing.  You will be notified if you are required to attend a hearing.  Reasonable expenses will be paid by the Governing Body under 
whose authority the game was played..

Name

4th Official

Reporting Officials Name:

Assistant 2
Assistant 1
Referee

Was the behaviour directed at a Match Official?  If not, whom was it directed at?

Was contact made by the Coach on a Match Official?  If so, please insert 'point of 
contact' - ie arm, chest, head

Description of Incident - Points that must be included
Be sure that you note the location in the facility that the incident 
occurred 

Delaying the restart of play by opposing team (holding onto the ball, kicking it away)
Deliberately leaving the technical area to show dissent, or remonstrate with a Match Official
Deliberately leaving the technical area to show act in a provocative or inflammatory manner
Enter opposing technical area in an aggressive or confrontational manner
Entering the field of play to confront a Match Official or intefere with play, opposing player, or a match official 

Dismissal Codes-Add "A" to the code if infraction occurred during kicks from the penalty mark

Away Team & Colour 

League/Competition Division/Age Group:

    Ontario Soccer
   Team Official Dismissal Form

Date of Game: Game Number:
Home Team & Colour 

Physical or aggressive behaviour toward any person
Receiving a second caution in the same match - do not complete a Caution summary report for either Caution
Using offensive, insulting, abusive language/gestures. Also indicate if the language was Racial, Homophobic, Sexist or Discriminatory

Violent conduct

OS #

Using unauthorized electronic or communication equipment
Confronting a Match Official in an aggressive manner at half-time or at the end of the game
Other:  If caution code #12 is selected, you must briefly explain in the box below:

Team Name Team Official Name

Describe the incident. Include the following if applicable: the manner in which the parties involved acted, the tone of voice, if anything occurred after the 
dismissal, if anyone entered the field of play, etc. If the team official is dismissed because of code #12 please clearly indicate the circumstances surrounding the 
dismissal.

What was used to make contact? (eg foot, hand etc).  You must note this in your report if 
applicable.

For dismissal Code 8 you must provide the exact words that we spoken. 

Did the incident occur before game, halftime, or after the game?

If you felt threatened, you must note this in your report below.

Remember Who, What, Where, When and How!

Kickoff Time: Field/City:

((dd-mm-yyyy)
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